
CAJON VALLEY UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT
PERSONNEL COMMISSION

Job Class Description

BASIC FUNCTION:
Under the direction of an assigned supervisor, perform a wide variety of responsible clerical and
secretarial duties to relieve assigned administrator(s) of routine details and ensure efficient office
operations; provide support in primary language as required; translate (both to proper English and primary
language) a variety of written documents as well as interpret for conferences, meetings, and phone calls;
greet and assist visitors. The incumbents in this classification assist in providing staff support in various
programs which benefit students which directly supports student learning.

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS:
The Secretary / Bilingual classifications perform a wide variety of responsible clerical and secretarial
duties to relieve assigned administrator(s) of routine details, ensure efficient office operations, and
provide support in primary language as required. Administrative Assistant classifications perform
complex and responsible secretarial duties for an administrator of a large District-wide program.

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS, DUTIES, AND TASKS:
The following list of functions, duties, and tasks is typical for this classification. Incumbents may not
perform all the listed duties and/or may be required to perform other closely related or
department-specific functions, duties, and tasks from those set forth below to address business needs and
changing business practices.

Perform a wide variety of responsible clerical and secretarial duties involving frequent public contacts
and requiring an understanding of a process or functional area at an assigned office; ensure smooth and
efficient office operations.

Provide support in primary language as required; translate (both to proper English and primary language)
a variety of written documents as well as interpret for conferences, meetings and phone calls; greet and
assist students, faculty, staff, parents and others; schedule and coordinate meetings, appointments and
conferences as needed; prepare meeting agendas as directed.

Compose correspondence independently or from oral instructions; type letters, forms, reports,
memoranda, contracts, legal documents, agendas, records, requisitions, permits and other materials from
straight copy, rough drafts or oral instructions; proofread and verify accuracy of documents.

Provide support in primary language as required; translate (both to proper English and primary language)
a variety of written documents as well as interpret for conferences, meetings and phone calls; greet and
assist students, faculty, staff, parents and others; schedule and coordinate meetings, appointments and
conferences as needed; prepare meeting agendas as directed.

Initiate and receb.

calls; screen and route calls; take and relay messages; explain

organizational policies and procedures; resol .

as appropriate; receb, route and distribute mail.
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Input data into an assigned computer system; generate a variety of mandated and requested computerized
records and reports related to assigned activities; ensure the timely distribution and receipt of a variety of
records and reports; ensure accuracy of computer output.

Compile information and prepare and maintain a variety of records, logs and reports related to assigned
office and activities; establish and maintain filing systems; process a variety of forms and applications;
duplicate materials as needed.

Maintain designated budgets and ensure assigned accounts are accurate and expenditures are within
federal or State requirements as assigned; collect and account for fees; initiate budget transfers as
directed.

Communicate with administrators, personnel and outside agencies to exchange information, coordinate
activities and resolve issues or concerns related to office operations, activities, policies and procedures.

Organize teacher training workshops as assigned; make room reservations, prepare
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